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Weddings light our passion, inspire us, help us dream and 
create. We fall in love with every moment of the wedding 

celebration, from the initial brainstorming of ideas all through the 
meticulous preparation of every detail on the grand day. Our team 
is always moved by the couple´s invitation to design a unique 
proposal that showcases who they are, what makes them smile, 
why they have decided to unite their lives in marriage. It is our 
privilege to devote every effort to allow them to be themselves on 
their special day, so they may express their love and uniqueness 
in a way that´s genuine and unforgettable.

For our team there is nothing impossible. From the simplest 
decoration and the most traditional ideas, to the radical trans-
formation of a physical space and the embrace of the most 
adventurous concept, we are determined to conceive and 
execute your vision.

W E L C O M E

Welcome to Aire de Fiesta,

the first step to your dreams starts here.
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O U R  T E A M

Our team includes experts in event planning and design, 
who will guide and accompany through every step of 

the process until the wedding day. The outstanding training, 
experience, creativity and dynamism of the team provide the 
warranty of excellence.
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Exclusivity
à la carte

Decoration 
levels

HIGHER

Visual Impact

Number of areas to be designed & decorated

Complexity of the design proposalGold Platinum Ruby Diamond

Our goal is to offer an ample range 
of possibilities to decorate your 

celebration. Whether it’s an intimate 
ceremony or a grand reception, a formal 
occasion or a romantic escape, every 
one of the spaces will be conceived to 
ensure no guest is left indifferent.

Aire de Fiesta offers four decoration 
levels – Gold, Platinum, Ruby and Dia-
mond – in which distinction and taste 
are paramount. The result achieved 
through each level will always be spec-
tacular, and deeply attractive, but supe-
rior levels will include more complexity 
in the design and greater visual impact 

and personalization, as well as a higher 
number of decorative elements. 

Our levels are not defined by specific 
decoration styles, but by the complex-
ity of the execution. Regardless of the 
style of your dream wedding – classic, 
elegant, traditional, vintage, modern – it 
can be designed through any of the four 
levels offered. 

From a traditional decoration to the 
most contemporary design, our team 
will lift all barriers of the imagination 
and turn your wedding celebration into 
memories to last a lifetime. 

RUBY LEVEL DIAMOND LEVELGOLD LEVEL PLATINUM LEVEL

http://airedefiestacuba.com
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STEPS TO OBTAIN A QUOTE
Step 1. Visit our official website, airedefiestacuba.com.
Step 2. Fill out  the Request our Services form, or contact us by email through
comercial@airedefiestacuba.com.
Step 3. Once your message has been received, our team will reply in 24 hours.

How can I 
obtain a quote?

Although it is not mandatory to send 
us inspiration images, these are helpful 
to gain a better understanding of your 
preferences and the kind of environ-
ment you envision, which will allow us to 
recommend one of our decoration levels: 
Gold, Platinum, Ruby or Diamond.

You may also visit our website  
www.airedefiestacuba.com/album and 
browse the event gallery, where we 
showcase a selection of our events 
classified by decoration levels. If you 
are able to use these images to identify 
yourself with the visuals of a specific 
decoration level, you may also indicate 
this to us during our conversations.

The more your messages and/or inspi-
ration images give us a clear picture of 
your vision, the faster we will be able to 
deliver your initial quote. 
.

I love the flowers in the gazebo and the 
lanterns with candles!!!

In order to obtain an initial quote, you 
may submit the Request our Services 

form found on our website, or email us 
at comercial@airedefiestacuba.com to 
share your ideas for the wedding. In any 
case, we will appreciate essential details 
such as the date, ideal venue, number of 
guests and time of the celebration. 

SERVICE REQUEST

http://airedefiestacuba/album
mailto:comercial%40airedefiestacuba.com?subject=
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We catalog as decoration level the final visual result that is expected from the decora-
tion, which is why the price of each of the levels we offer (Gold, Platinum, Ruby and 
Diamond), is proportional to the degree of personalization and attention to detail.

Each one of our levels will include the necessary elements to execute our team’s 
decoration proposal, from the ceremony to the cocktail area, wedding dinner or after 
party, including lighting. The type, quantity and personalization of these elements will 
be in correspondence with the selected level and with the style of the celebration. The 
greater the level selected, the greater the amount of detail included in the original quote.

The cost will also include the previous work of planning and logistics- from months 
before the celebration-, involving our professional expertise and many working hours to 
achieve results that meet and exceed your expectations.

Flowers are an essential element in the wedding decoration. Unless the design proposal 
emphasizes other elements, we recommend a budget for flowers in each decoration 
level. Superior decoration levels also imply greater complexity of flower arrangements.

Flower arrangement proposals will be based on your preferences regarding type or 
color of the flowers, the number of spaces in need of decoration, the number of guests 
and the general wedding style. This part of the budget will be shaped by your priorities 
with regards to the presence of flowers in the ceremony or reception, and the locations 
of each. The quote will include complements (foliage, floral foam) to be incorporated 
into the arrangements, as well as the labor of the florists during the day of the wedding.

The supplements are costs that would apply if your wedding is included in any of 
these scenarios: the type of venue requires extra lighting; the location of the wedding 
is outside Havana or it takes place in two different locations, if the number of guests 
exceeds 100, the base value for which all initial service costs have been calculated; if 
the date chosen has been previously reserved in our event calendar or the reception is 
extended past midnight. GO TO SUPPLEMENTS PAGE.

OUR PRICES

F L O W E R S

D E C O R A T I O N  L E V E L

S U P P L E M E N T S

DECORATION BUDGET = DECORATION LEVEL + FLOWER ARRANGEMENT + SUPPLEMENT

http://airedefiestacuba.com
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DECORATION BUDGET = DECORATION LEVEL + FLOWER ARRANGEMENT + SUPPLEMENT gold
l e v e l
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g o l d  l e v e l

This level has been conceived for couples who wish 
an attractive yet simple decoration, and may be 
executed in all decoration styles. In this example, the 
color palette included white, sand and pastel tones, in 
harmony with the characteristics of the location and 
the rustic style of the wedding.

The floral design privileged the use of less classical 
flowers in the ceremony arrangements. White fabrics, 
rustic watering cans and tree trunks were perfectly 
integrated into the style and beautifully transformed 
every space of this unique garden wedding
.

http://airedefiestacuba.com
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FLOWERS

Flower budget recommended 
for the ceremony

Flower budget recommended for the reception, 
calculated for each centerpiece

GO TO PAGE

If the ceremony and reception design proposals emphasize a decoration 
element other than flowers, the budget recommended for the flowers may vary

DECORATION LEVEL

It includes an attractive and simple decoration proposal in the chosen style 
(classic, rustic, romantic …) and the professional team for its execution. 

Ceremony (includes furniture according to this level), cocktail area (with high 
tables), wedding dinner (including tablecloth, napkins and centerpieces), the 
essential wedding stationery for the reception (table numbers and seating 
chart) and decorative elements to complement all areas and achieve the 
visual results expected from this level.

SUPPLEMENTS

DECORATION BUDGET = DECORATION LEVEL + FLOWER ARRANGEMENT + SUPPLEMENT

gold  l e v e l



g o l d  W E D D I N G  E X A M P L E S



plat inum
l e v e l 
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p l a t i n u m
l e v e l

The Platinum level has been conceived for 
couples who wish more personalized settings, 
and may also be adapted to all spaces and 
styles. In this example, the key in the decora-
tion proposal has been elegance. Spaces were 
designed following a gold and white palette, 
and high flower arrangements accompanied 
by candles were emphasized. The decor of the 
church ceremony was adapted to the solemnity 
of the space, while the garden dinner privileged 
the warmth through a wide range of details: 
glass pendants with candles, light bulb strings 
and an exquisite matching flower arrangement 
on the tables

http://airedefiestacuba.com


FLOWERS

Flower budget recommended 
for the ceremony

Flower budget recommended for the reception, 
calculated for each centerpiece

GO TO PAGE

Other areas ( photo-call, seating chart, dessert table...)

If the ceremony and reception design proposals emphasize a decoration 
element other than flowers, the budget recommended for the flowers may vary

DECORATION LEVEL

A decoration proposal with a greater degree of customization in the style of 
your preference, and the professional team for its execution. 

Ceremony (includes furniture according to this level); cocktail and party 
area (with high tables and photo-call); dinner (including chairs, tablecloth, 
napkins and centerpieces, in correspondence with this level and with the 
style of the wedding); the basic stationery for the celebration (table numbers 
and seating chart), as well as thank-you cards or menus, and all the decora-
tive elements necessary to set each area and achieve the visual result that 
corresponds to this level.

DECORATION BUDGET = DECORATION LEVEL + FLOWER ARRANGEMENT + SUPPLEMENT

SUPPLEMENTS

plat inum
l e v e l



p l a t i n u m  W E D D I N G  E X A M P L E S



ruby
l e v e l 
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The Ruby level has been conceived for those couples 
who wish a high level of personalization and original 
elements, for a more affordable cost than the highest, 
Diamond decoration level. This level includes a great 
number of possibilities. In this example, the beach 
and its blue and green tones were protagonist. The 
ceremony had a high level of complexity given the 
volume of flower arrangements, while the reception 
space was transformed to recreate the elegance 
and lightness of the sea, the axis of the integral 
decoration concept. The work with fabrics and 
pendants hanging from the ceiling, the illuminated 
tables and the flower arrangements of varying 
heights distinguished this proposal, which enjoyed a 
great level of personalization in every space. 

r u by  l e v e l

http://airedefiestacuba.com


FLOWERS

Flower budget recommended 
for the ceremony

Flower budget recommended for the reception, 
calculated for each centerpiece

GO TO PAGE

Other areas ( photo-call, seating chart, dessert table...)

If the ceremony and reception design proposals emphasize a decoration 
element other than flowers, the budget recommended for the flowers may vary

DECORATION LEVEL

A decoration proposal with a high level of personalization, including an 
unlimited color palette according to the client’s preferences and the chosen 
style, and the professional team for its execution. 

Ceremony (includes luxury furniture); cocktail and party area (with lounge 
furniture, low tables, wooden structures with fabrics or lighting according to 
style, photo-call and bar); dinner (tables, chairs, centerpieces, charger plates, 
tablecloth and napkins in the color choice of the couple, always in corres-
pondence with this level and with the style of the wedding); the essential 
stationery for the celebration (table numbers and seating chart), as well as 
thank-you cards or menus, with customized designs; lighting with garlands 
of light bulbs, fairy-lights, lamps or lights with LED technology in all areas 
of the celebration (in correspondence with the wedding style), and decora-
tive elements to complement each space and achieve the visual result that 
corresponds to this level.

DECORATION BUDGET = DECORATION LEVEL + FLOWER ARRANGEMENT + SUPPLEMENT

SUPPLEMENTS

ruby  l e v e l



r u b y  W E D D I N G  E X A M P L E S
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diamond
l e v e l
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diamond
l e v e l

Our greatest decoration level, which boasts an 
extremely high degree of personalization, atten-
tion to detail and original design, is not exclusive 
to the classic or elegant styles, since it may be 
adapted to industrial looks, garden weddings, and 
rustic or vintage spaces. 

In this example, glamour and exclusivity guided 
the concept. An elaborate design for the petal 
walkaway, pedestals with mirrors to reflect the 
natural light and a majestic gazebo, recreated a 
feeling of maximum elegance, as desired by the 
couple. For the dinner, the ceiling was wholly 
covered by fabric, fairy lights and original lamps 
which were produced especially for this celebra-
tion. Tables with mirrored surfaces were distri-
buted throughout the room, adding charm and 
sophistication to the space. Each and every 
detail, from the flower arrangements to the 
design of the wedding menus, contributed to give 
special accents to the décor, offering an exclusive 
ambiance for the couple. 

http://airedefiestacuba.com
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n i v e l  diamond

FLOWERS

Flower budget recommended 
for the ceremony

Flower budget recommended for the reception, 
calculated for each centerpiece

Other areas ( photo-call, seating chart, dessert table...)

If the ceremony and reception design proposals emphasize a decoration element other 
than flowers, the budget recommended for the flowers may vary

DECORATION LEVEL

A decoration proposal with the highest level of customization imaginable, great 
attention to detail, unlimited color palette and original designs in the chosen style, 
and the professional team for its execution.

Ceremony (includes wedding gazebo specially designed for the couple and luxury 
furniture according to this level); cocktail and party areas (with a wide selection of 
furniture,  wooden structures with fabric or lighting according to the style, photo-
call and bar); dinner (including luxury furniture, wide selection of centerpieces and 
charger plates, tablecloth and napkins in the chosen color); all the stationery (table 
numbers, seating chart, thank-you cards, menus, with fully customized designs); 
lighting with garlands of light bulbs, fairy-lights, lamps or lights with LED techno-
logy in all areas of the celebration (in correspondence to the chosen style) and the 
total transformation of all spaces with decoration elements to achieve the visual 
result that corresponds to this level.

DECORATION BUDGET = DECORATION LEVEL + FLOWER ARRANGEMENT + SUPPLEMENT

GO TO PAGESUPPLEMENTS



d i a m o n d  W E D D I N G  E X A M P L E S
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SUPPLEMENTS

www.airedefiestacuba.com

You may 
have to 
budget 
additional 
costs in 
any of the 
following 
scenarios:

1 5
2

3
4 7

6The date chosen 
has been previously 
reserved in our event 
calendar, given the 
resulting increase in 
our operation costs. 
Our recommendation 
is that once you decide 
to hire the services of 
Aire de Fiesta, submit 
the deposit payment 
immediately in order to 
reserve the date.

The number of guests 
exceeds 100, the base 
value for which all initial 
service costs have 
been calculated. 

The location of the 
wedding is outside 
Havana

The wedding takes 
place in two different 
locations (example: the 
ceremony takes place 
in a church, and the 
reception in a hotel).
 

The reception is 
extended past midnight. 

 The wedding venue 
requires additional 
lighting using wireless 
LED technology. This 
supplement does not 
apply for the Ruby and 
Diamond levels.

You wish to hire the 
services of Aire de 
Fiesta for the design 
and production of 
invitations, standard 
guest book and/or 
fingerprint guest book, 
or other stationery 
items not included in 
your decoration level 
price). 

These supplements might be added to your quote if any of these 
scenarios apply to your wedding. We will always be mindful of the 
magnitude of the celebration, the chosen decoration level and the 
volume of services hired before we apply any of these supplements. 
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Our team believes in challenges. From simple and traditional 
proposals to the most adventurous concept, we can accomplish 

your dreams, no matter the magnitude of the celebration or the style. 
If you haven’t found in these pages the type of décor that fits your 
expectations or your budget, please contact us, we can find alternatives 
solutions for you. 

http://airedefiestacuba.com


Calle 49B, No.2606 e/ 26 y 28A,
Rpto. Kohly, Playa. La Habana, Cuba

+53 7 203 8902
+53 5 258 9595  / +53 5 835 9595

comercial@airedefiestacuba.com

www.airedefiestacuba.com

facebook.com/airedefiestacubaf


